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A manufacturer of Infrared Dryers and printing accessories for the printing industry; specializing in providing machines
that dry the “ecologically friendly” water based inks used in the printing of media such as magazines.
Application Description
The needed higher density connector for some their machine applications that the ones they were currently using. Our
MC Series having the ability to handle 5 modules in a size 16 as compared to 4 modules in the other product currently
used was a clear improvement. We were able to give the customer 18 contacts of various current capacities in the space
the competitive product only could put 14 in.
ÖLFLEX® 190 Cable

EPIC® MC Series Connectors

The EPIC® MC Modular Series connector can be custom
to meet application requirements by combining a variety
of standard plug-n-play modules within various size support frames. Configurations include contacts for power
and control, thermocouple contacts, data modules for
Profibus and Ethernet, and pneumatic modules.

SKINTOP® Strain Relief Cable Glands

SKINTOP offers a full line of durable, liquid tight, easy to
assemble strain relief cable gland that is universally suited for all types of machinery & equipment. The heavy
duty SKINTOP design provides great pullout strength.
Superior integrated locking mechanism includes an internal ratchet for vibration proof protection. These cable
glands are available in nylon or nickel plated brass for
high impact applications.

ÖLFLEX® 190
ÖLFLEX® 190 multi-conductor cable has the highest oil,
coolant and solvent resistant PVC jacket for control and
power applications in an industrial environment. OLFLEX
190 is designed for use in all electrical equipment in dry,
damp and wet conditions.
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